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Abstract
In Electrocardiogram (ECG) the heart beat feature QRS is very important parameter for analysis. This
feature is the basis for analysis in any heart beat classification automated diagnosis system. In this paper
the method which we have used is by using the counter which is used in parallel. The first level is
detection of heart beats in two steps which involved hashing. Then in our second level we designed
profiler, which profiles the person regular and irregular ECG characteristic behaviour. Our proposed
method depends on series of data which is of ECG instead of number of information contained in the
ECG signal. Because of parallel processing the data storage unit requirement as well as the processing
time is less. The dependent values in the proposed method changes according to the change in the ECG
waveform. Such type of analysis method is very suitable for detection of heart disease (e.g., arrhythmia)
purposes. Most significant application of such characteristic plotting is to generate an alert signal for
irregular ECG behaviour of any person. Such automated system will be very useful for remote areas
where human operator monitoring (Cardiologist) is not available and is extremely costly.
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Introduction
Particularly, the determination and separation of QRS
waveform between regular and irregular waveforms are very
important clinical criteria for diagnosing of patients. Over the
last decades there have been a techniques proposed to
determine these waveforms. For instance early attempts of
Senhadji et al. compared the performance of three different
wavelets to determine the beats which are hidden in the
waveform [1]. Sahambi et al. proposed method for ECG
waveform separation by using derivative of lower order in
which he was used Gaussian function [2]. Many more methods
have been proposed which are concentrated on spectral [3,4] or
wavelet features [5,6], related with superimposed features [7,8]
and spatial context [9,10] to differentiate the heart beats signal
[11-16]. The author of the University of Wisconsin was first to
proposed the method of determination of heart beat in real time
in processor [11]. Ning et al. proposed the location of the true
peak can be determined according to the fact that the true peak
has the largest magnitude within its 200 ms time window [17].
Jain et al. Proposed, the ECG Feature Extractor provided by
Lab VIEW Biomedical toolkit detects QRS waves [18].
Yazdani et al. proposed that for QRS determination valley
points before and after R-wave are sufficient [19]. Nallathambi
et al. proposed, the pre-processed ECG signal is converted into
a train of pulses using the IF sampler [20]. Once the process of
beat determination has complete, the correct beat
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discrimination process of heart beats take place. Methods such
as detection of any symbol, repeated pattern which is going to
repeat, network based on neurons, and vector machines have
maximum suggested for heart beat discrimination [21,22].
Learning methods based on training data from the sample
which result in new mapping based on information which was
processed was discussed by author in the paper [23]. De
Chazal et al. discriminate the beats by studying the distance
between the two R-peaks, ECG waveform [24]. Christov et al.
proposed comparison of ECG features for beat classification in
time and frequency domain [25]. Haseena et al. [26] uses a
combination of neuron and fuzzy for discrimination of heart
beats. Fayn et al. problem related with myocardia and ischemia
are discussed in [27,28] where signal characteristic are plotted
in time plane. Can et al. In this paper author has proposed the
use of statistical and dynamic features for classification of
heart beats. These two features are combined for the
classification result [29]. Banerjee et al. The author of the
paper has discussed the analysis and classification of the ECG
signal by using cross wavelet transform. The significance of
this proposed method is that it uses the spectral difference as
cross correlation gives the similarity between the two
waveforms [30]. Kiranyaz et al. The fusion of feature and
classification was suggested by author in this paper by
performing neural network of 1D convolution to increase the
efficiency of classification algorithm [31]. We used data from
the MIT-BIH arrhythmia database to test the efficiency of our
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technique [32]. All ECG data used here are sampled at 360 Hz,
and the resolution of each sample is 8 bits/sample, therefore
the bit rate of these data is 2880 bps. The proposed method was
run for both regular and irregular heartbeats.

Materials and Methods
Pre-processing of ECG signal
High frequency noise has been removed by using the simple
time constant equation in which window is moved from one Rpeak to the next R-peak and the low frequency noise has been
removed by using the frequency domain transformation. By
knowing the QRS complex duration and the position of Rpeak
as mentioned below, a window is considered. Equation (1)
determines the length of this window, defined as function of
QRS complex wave duration (DQRS), and location of every
detected Rpeak [26].

d x = 1 + α . DQRS × 1 − e

−

β . Pi − x 2
DQRS

(1)

Where, α and β are constant parameters, Pi is the sample index
of ith detected Rpeak, and x is the sample index, which varies
through.
Pi−1 + Pi
2

Where

≤x ≤

Pi + Pi+1
2

Q-R duration=Time of Rpeak -Time of QRSonset

used for further processing. Next step was to select a string of
L bytes. The start and end limit of this binary information are
selected so that when long binary string are repeated that
should lie on the same start and end limit. To obtain this start
and end limit are selected based on R-peak. Between these two
repeated start and end points the minimum value of binary data
bits Q and S points starting from middle R-peak to the left and
right are determine for repeated occurrence within a fixed time
duration. Hereafter the data bits between Q point and S point
will be called as signature which is W bytes. L is varying as it
depends on the start and end points of R-peak, which basically
works on R-R interval. Similarly W is not fixed because it
depends on Q point and S point locations. To obtain the
process to work in real time QRS detection and classification,
we use the storage elements which are arrange in parallel.
Number of times counting has been avoided by arranging
storage elements in parallel; string was hashed to a certain
value. In our method the two steps of hashing has been done in
two phases. The Phase 1 hash has been first generated by the
string. This hash value is used as the Now onward as a
signature this hash value is used for processing. The ‘m’
independent hash value which has to be indexed into ‘m’
arrays has been developed by this signature. Considering the
storage element of width to be ‘n’, than the depth of each ‘m’
hash memory would have 2n locations. Each indexed array
location is incremented. During process parallel counters are
used. Out of ‘m’ counters say ‘k’ crosses the threshold THR
value, the signature is detected as a QRS waveform. Than
cardiac profile is plotted against the time duration of the
suspected QRS waveform (In form of number of samples) and
the number of count the suspected QRS waveform has
repeated.

R-S duration=Time of QRSoffset -Time of Rpeak

Architecture

QRS duration (DQRS) =Time of QRSoffset -Time of QRSonset

Phase 1: In Phase 1, we assumed the width of sliding window
to be one R-R interval as shown in Figure 1. It means, every
consecutive two R-R interval blocks in the packet stream is
processed. Therefore, size of the string between two
boundaries (in bytes) in the first phase is the data stream
between two consecutive R-R intervals. On every cycle of
clock, one R-R interval string is shifted and a new byte for the
packet stream of two consecutive R-R intervals was taken to
form a next packet stream i.e. boundaries (in bytes).Now from
this packet stream we search for the second consecutive eight
ones (binary) which is actually R-peak. With reference to this
R-peak we go on finding Q point and S point to the left and
right side respectively. Between these two consecutive
boundaries the minimum value of binary data bits starting from
middle R-peak to the left and right are determine for frequent
occurrence within a fixed time duration. This minimum value
is taken as Q and S point. Now the binary stream found
between this detected Q and S point, we declare that portion of
the stream as a boundary of detected signature and can act as a
hash value in phase 1. These L bytes gives the hash value using
an eight bit comparator .We use the binary stream between Q
point and S point as a signature of W bytes as the final result of
phase 1. Boundary of the next signature is considered to be part

Parameter α determines maximum denoising window length
while β determines window’s growth rate around the detected
Rpeak. To remove noises, denoising window slides through the
noisy signal and the value of the signal at the centre of the
window is set to the mean value throughout the window.
Equation (2) represents an ECG signal as a discrete function y
(x), where x denotes sample index, then the consequent
denoised signal y (x), at xth sample index is obtained as
follows:
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QRS beat detection and profiling system
Our proposed method depends more on series of data of ECG
waveform rather than any specific feature of ECG waveform.
The basic concept is to partition the input ECG signals into
series of 0-1 string. For this, analog to digital conversion was
performed. The final output was the binary data stream
corresponding to ECG waveform. These data stream was now
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of the next L byte. Output of the string in phase 1 results from
L-bytes hashing to W -bits. Figure 1, shows the function blocks
of phase 1.

•
•
•
•

M ≈ 12-21: size of second phase of hashing.
N ≥ 12: The binary addition of the entire sample found
between Q point and S point in number of bits.
K: limit of counting unit to reach the fixed value
THR: limit of counter value to reach

Based on the contents of the counters as shown in Table 2, a
Gaussian curve is obtained, where irregularity lie on the end of
the curve and was also discussed by one of the author in his
paper [34].

Figure 1. System design concept for Phase 1 and 2 [33].

Phase 2: In Phase 2, we use the phase 1 hash value (final
signature of phase 1) to generate the hash value which is of
size m as shown in Figure 1. We use these hash values as
memory indices in phase 2. Similar to phase 1, the hash
functions were designed. The array ‘i’ has been indexed by the
hash value. The hit location is incremented hence the 2n
locations also function as counters. Figure 1 shows the working
flow of phase 2. The counters (black locations in Figure 1) will
be incremented. After calculating final result for phase 1,
which is binary stream between Q point and S point as a
signature of W bytes, the ‘m’ independent hash value for phase
2 has been determined. The number of samples between Q
point and S point of first R-peak has been calculated. This total
number of sample will act as an independent hash value i.e.
‘m’. This process is repeated for all the determined R-peak.
Because of varying characteristic of ECG there is a changes in
QRS waveform (duration and amplitude), and therefore in the
hence the number of discrete values as shown in Table 1. This
different number of sample will act as an independent hash
value in phase 2 i.e. ‘m’. Once the hash value has been found
for phase 2, then for the respective hash value of the entire
signature, the binary addition was performed for the entire
sample found between Q point and S point. This addition was
used to index into array ‘i’. The resultant value acts as a
memory address ‘n’ for the array ‘i’. Therefore when hit
location is incremented, the array locations also function as a
counter.
If any counting unit crosses the fixed limit, the binary series is
consider as a worm i.e. QRS waveform. System setting is
discussed as follows:
•

•
•

L ≈ 288-432: L is a notation and it depends on the start and
end limit. Size of the binary values between two start and
end (in bytes) in the first phase which depends on two
consecutive R-R intervals.
W ≈ 12-28: W is notation of the position of Q point and S
point.
l=8: Is in bits to check the limit in the first phase of
hashing.
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Figure 2. Distribution of counter contents for MIT-BIH arrhythmia
database readings.

Simulation result
Performance evaluation of beat detection and
profiling system
We run our algorithm for data of first fifteen minutes of MITBIH database. Irregular beats gets generated at the end of the
curve. Figure 2 shows how the content of the counter get
distributed for datasets 103, 100, 200 and 232, respectively.
Gaussian curve formed from the content of the counter i.e.
count value in the x-axis and number of times that count value
has repeated has plotted in the y-axis as shown in the Figure 2.
Any value which is not zero and is lying after the Gaussian
curve represent the irregular beats. To cross check our result
we calculated the area under the curve which was laying
outside the Gaussian curve and the results are shown in Table
3. The Equation 3 gives the area under the curve for abnormal
regions.
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Table 3 shows the performance of our algorithm (regular and
irregular beats). For example, point (16,309) in Figure 2 (b)
corresponds to the hash value of 16 as the ECG features
(Number of samples between Q and S points) of particular
beat. The memory location required is 309. So our result states
that which beats are regular and which beats are irregular in the
Gaussian curve. Various earlier proposed methods have been
compared with our proposed method to evaluate the
abnormality configurations and have been shown in Table 4.
Performance has been compared with total abnormality
detection accuracy (TCA/DER), and is defined in the Equation
4.
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DER =

the number of correct diagnosis beats
the number of total beats

(4)

Table 1. Result of QRS detection system when tested on MIT-BIH arrhythmia dataset 103 (10 sec Long) in our algorithm.
index

QRS Duration

Sr. No.

R-peak Time

MIT BIH R-peak Sample Index

R-peak
calculated

1

0

21

0

0.736111

20

3584

2

0.736111

265

265

0.863889

18

3446

3

1.6

575

576

0.836111

19

3567

4

2.436111

876

877

0.844444

18

3411

5

3.280556

1180

1181

0.836111

18

3688

6

4.11667

1482

1482

0.897212

18

3516

7

5.013887

1795

1802

0.897111

20

3942

8

5.911111

2127

2128

0.897333

18

3379

9

6.788889

2444

2444

0.836111

20

3664

10

7.625

2744

2745

0.830556

19

3599

11

8.455556

3044

3044

0.841667

20

3767

12

9.297222

3347

3347

0.833333

20

3963

13

10.13056

3647

3647

0.883315

22

4161

R-R interval

(No of Samples)

Sum of Q-S Array

Significance of proposed method
Table 2. Storage unit content for profiling when tested on MIT-BIH arrhythmia database (15 min. long each).
Sr. No.

Data Sets
232

100

200

No. of Samples between Q Counts of sample
& S points

No. of Samples between Q Counts of sample
&S points

No. of Samples between Counts of sample
Q&S points

1

8

4

4

1

4

2

2

9

1

5

1

7

2

3

10

5

6

1

8

1

4

11

13

7

1

9

8

5

12

11

8

6

10

11

6

13

15

9

3

11

13

7

14

8

10

4

12

11

8

15

22

11

3

13

14

9

16

10

12

2

14

10

1. Most significant application of such characteristic plotting
is to generate an alert signal for irregular ECG behaviour of
any person irrespective of their physical condition.
2. Our proposed automated system will be especially very
useful for diagnosis of heart patients of remote areas where
human operator monitoring (Cardiologist) is not available
and is extremely costly.
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3. Our approach demonstrates regular and irregular beats in an
ECG waveform based on profile curve, that’s why it is
independent of gender (male or female) and age (young or
old), physical condition (walking or running, sleeping or
sitting) as compared to other approaches which work on
fixed statistical parameters of ECG waveform for which a
person in a relaxed condition is needed.
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4. This type of binary data stream processing is independent
of any fixed value of specific features.

5. Our structure requires only simple digital devices e.g.
comparator, counters.

Table 3. Result of area of the curve laying outside the Gaussian curve when tested on MIT-BIH arrhythmia database (fifteen min. long each).
Data Set

MIT-BIH Abnormal (%)

Total No. count of samples

Our Abnormal

Error

(%)

%

103

0

1046

0

0

0

100

0.675

1138

7

0.615

0.06

200

19.34

1413

287

20.31

0.97

232

15.79

949

148

15.59

0.20

105

2.09

1305

12

0.919

1.17

112

0

1260

0

0

0

Avg.

6.3158

6.239

0.07

Table 4. Comparison of abnormality detection approaches on signal
from MIT-BIH arrhythmia database.
Ref.

Algorithm

Se%

Sp%

No.
of
Features

[24]

De Chazal

77.7

98.8

15

[25]

Christov et al.

94.77

99.08

15

[22]

Besrour et al.

98.38

94.87

15-Oct

[26]

Haseena et al.

DER=97.54

6

[28]

Fayn J

DER=96.9

15-Oct

[29]

Can et al.

DER=99.32

3

[30]

Banerjee et al.

DER=97.6

6-Apr

[31]

Kiranyaz S et al.

DER=98.3

15-Oct

[34]

Chang et al.

DER=82.5

15-Oct

Proposed
algorithm

-

DER=98.78

1

Conclusion
We proposed a technique for detecting regular and irregular
beats for any individual. Our technique relies more on the data
stream corresponding to ECG beats than any particular feature
therefore any changes in the parameter on QRS waveform
(amplitude and time) all comes under consideration as
compared to conventional classification system. The output of
our method results in a Gaussian curve for particular person,
indicating the presence of irregular beats. Most important
characteristic of our method for detection of regular and
irregular beats is that it is independent of gender (male or
female) and age (young or old) because it processes by taking
sequence of binary data as an information instead of any fixed
value of the ECG waveform. Our proposed method can be used
as alerting system as it detects the presence of irregularity of
heart beats in the ECG waveform. Such automated system will
be very useful for remote areas where human operator
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monitoring (Cardiologist) is not available and also for those
who will not able to afford expensive cardiac treatment.
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